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Recently work has shown the advantages of using attribute representation
over low-level feature descriptors in face verification [6], due to its capa-
bility to explicitly encode high-level semantic meaning with economical
coding bits. These advantages allow us to explicitly investigate the sim-
ilarity relationship between attributes and to see how such relationship
could be exploited to improve the performance of face verification. Ac-
tually, research in the field of cognitive discovery has shown that infants
as young as 3 months of age gain the capability to encode the relations
among object features, and use such feature configuration for general ob-
ject recognition [2]. Indeed, despite of the partial success of using at-
tribute descriptors by treating them statistically independent to each other
[4, 6], recent work has shown that it is beneficial to exploit the relationship
between attributes under various contexts [7][3][5]

In this paper we proposed a novel method to model the relationship
between attributes and exploit such information to improve face verifi-
cation. In particular, we first represent the meaning of each attribute as
a high-dimensional vector in the subject space, which enable us to con-
veniently construct the corresponding attribute-relationship graph based
on the distribution of attributes in that space (c.f., Fig.1). The resulting
attribute-relationship encode the pairwise closeness relationship between
any two attributes, which are further integrated into a linear classifier to
constrain the searching space of its parameters, based on the idea that sim-
ilar attributes should have similar weights. This is helpful to avoid over-
fitting and improve the generalization capability of the learned classifier.
We also extend the model to handle uncertainty in attribute responses.
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Figure 1: The overall pipeline of the proposed algorithm. Each attribute
descriptor is first projected into a common subject space to obtain a high-
dimensional vector representation, which are then used to construct an
attribute graph. The graph is finally exploited to regularize the objective
of a linear SVM-based face verifier.

The overall pipeline of our algorithm is presented in Fig.1, with the
following major steps:

Subject space projection. Although the meaning of each attribute
is clear to human beings, the way to represent each attribute as a real
number is too simple to estimate their correlation. Therefore, we need
to represent each attribute in a richer manner to support more advanced
inference. Our method is inspired by the vector representation of words
in the literature of text categorization. Assuming that we are given a set
of M attribute descriptors A = {Ai ∈ R}Mi=1 for each face image. We use
the subjects available in the training set and call the space spanned by
these subjects subject space (see Fig.1). Hence for K subjects, we have
a subject space with K-dimensions and the meaning of each attribute is
represented as a high-dimensional vector in the subject space, with each
entry representing whether the corresponding subject owns such attribute.

Attribute graph building. Through projecting all the attributes into
the subject space, we may model their relationship based on the distribu-
tion of each attribute in an information theory framework. In particular,
we first compute the point-wise mutual information I(Ai,y j) of each at-
tribute Ai with each subject with label y j. After this, correlated informa-
tion encoded by M attributes and K subjects is organized as the following
matrix, based on which, the attribute graph can be constructed by treating

each row as a node.

y1 · · · y j · · · yK
A1 I(A1,y1) · · · I(A1,y j) · · · I(A1,yK)
...

...
...

...
...

...

Ai I(Ai,y1) · · · I(Ai,y j) · · · I(Ai,yK)
...

...
...

...
...

...

AM I(AM ,y1) · · · I(AM ,y j) · · · I(AM ,yK)


(1)

Attribute graph constraints. After the weighted attribute graph is
built, its Laplacian L is then constructed. We add this as an extra regu-
lariser into the standard SVM objective function and use it to regularize
the identity prediction for face images, as follows,

min
w

N∑
i=1

max{0,1− yi(wT xi +b)}+
λ1

2
wT w+

λ2

2
wT Lw (2)

The above formulation is similar to that of Laplacian SVM [1], but in-
stead of constructing an instance-graph, we build an attribute-relationship
graph. One advantage of attribute-graph is that its complexity is control-
lable since its size will not grow with the number of instances as in [1] but
only with the number of attributes. Furthermore, our graph is not meant to
constrain the output space of instances but the searching space of model
parameters, based on the simple idea that similar attributes should play
similar roles in the learnt classifier.
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Figure 2: Comparison of our method with [6][7] on the LFW dataset: a)
overall ROC curve, b) detailed results on 10 cross-validation test sets.

Detailed implementations are described in the paper. Fig.2 gives the
major experimental results, which indicates that the performance of the
attribute-based face verification method can be improved by regularizing
it with attribute relationships graph induced from subject space.
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